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General terms and conditions 

Following agreement about size and medium, the price is put between £600 and £9,000. 
Receipt of £300 deposit leads to preview drawing point. Deposits are non-refundable 
unless commission not started by artist; part of total price. 

If it is necessary for the artist to stay overnight additional travel costs may be passed on. 

Preview drawing point hopefully confirms happiness with size and contemporary 
approach. Thoughts and feelings discussed. Invoice for 50% of the total commission price 
issued, payable whether or not commission to be continued.  

If it is a commissioned painting, completion will take several months after preview point; 
each oil layer needs to dry. Invoice for balance payable on completion. 

Copyright remains the property of the artist. 

Frontispiece: Detail of Landing, Wallington     mixed media on paper   117 x 170cm\47” x 67”



Response to the spirit of a place through making artwork has often been my practice as an 
artist. A selection of past commissions and works made of my own volition are shown here. 
Please do discuss commissioning an artwork directly by studio appointment. 

                                                                                                    Jonathan Parker (born 1968)

Jonathan Parker’s landscape work suggest within a single canvas the depth of time 
animated with the scene he paints. He uses a palette that suggests the scene is painted 
with traces of the natural elements of which it is composed. The silky and infinitely varied 
greys and blacks of Thames silt and mud, the warmer, half-glow of old brick, the pale 
luminescence of sky and air, all delicately fuse in paintings that somehow convey the 
organic, historic and elemental identity of the buildings or landscapes he portrays. 

                                                                                           Andrew Halls, Head Master 
                                                                                                   King’s College School 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Telephone: 020 8946 2384 11am-4pm daily 
Email: info@theartistjonathanparker.com 

Wimbledon  
London SW19 
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1. Wallington, Northumberland            oil painting on muslin and board              30 x 40cm\12” x 16” 
2.   Wallington, Northumberland            ink on paper                                            15 x 15cm\6” x 6” 
3.   King’s College, London                    ink and gouache on paper                      58 x 66cm\23” x 26”
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4.   Cannizaro House, London               ink on paper                                           18 x 24cm\7” x 10” 
5.   Kinsella Gardens, London                ink on paper                                           15 x 18cm\6” x 7” 
6.   Johnson’s Point, Connecticut          ink and gouache on paper                      25 x 50cm\10” x 20” 
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7.   Auckland Castle. Deer Room, Co. Durham    mixed media on paper              25 x 40cm\10” x 16” 
8.   King’s College School, London        oil on muslin and canvas                         58 x 66cm\23” x 26” 
9.   Trevelyan College, Durham              pencil and gouache on paper                  85 x 100cm\34” x 39”



 

10.   Glandwr Hall, Wales                         ink on paper                                         25 x 25cm\10” x 10” 
11.   Glandwr Hall, Wales                         ink on paper                                         25 x 30cm\10” x 12” 
12.   Glandwr Hall, Wales                         ink on paper                                         30 x 40cm\12” x 16”
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